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You asked about

• Use	of	calculators/basic	facts
• Not	teaching	strands	in	isolation
• Assessing	communication
• Open-ended	questions	in	many	strands	and	assessing	them
• Parallel	tasks	(measurement,	proportional	reasoning,	algebra)
• Level	3	vs	Level	4
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You asked about

• Good	rubrics
• Minds	On	Activities
• What	can	we	expect	with	new	curriculum

• THIS	IS	A	LOT!
• SO	I	did	some	picking	and	choosing
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We will address at greater length

• Open	questions	(including	Minds	On)
• Parallel	tasks	
• Cross-stand	tasks
• Some	assessment	issues	(including	levels)
• We	will	briefly	discuss	calculators/facts
• I	can’t	predict	curriculum	changes.
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Open questions

• Those of you in Grades 6 -8 might want to refer to:



Open 
questions

Here are many examples in the 
number strands for Levels 6 – 10.

I will start with Minds On number 
examples.

Minds Ons need to be short and 
sweet but still allow for discussion.
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Let’s look at more 
substantial PATTERN AND 
algebra open questions 
(not for minds on)
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Parallel tasks

The purpose of these tasks is to recognize that 
the details of some tasks are too much for 
some students, but maybe not everything 
about the task.

We want to breed success and more time to 
learn.

Let’s look at some measurement examples.
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Parallel tasks in proportional reasoning

• So suppose the topic were proportional reasoning.

• I will suggest a task. Your job is to come up with an appropriate 
parallel task and some common questions.



proportional reasoning 1



proportional reasoning 2



PROPORTIONAL REASONING 3

• A jacket on sale at 40% off costs the same as pants at 20% off.
• How are the original prices related?



Parallel tasks in algebra

• Write each of these phrases as an algebraic expression.



Parallel tasks in algebra

• The expression 3x + 3 describes the perimeter of a shape.
• What might the shape be?
• How do you know?



Parallel tasks in algebra



Cross-strand tasks

• Last year, we did look at some examples where measurement and 
number were together,  where algebra and number were together, 
where measurement and algebra were together, 

• But the real question is why are you asking about these tasks?

• Is it more about spiraling topics or more about getting curriculum 
covered?



A Grade 6 example



A Grade 6 example



AND ANOTHER



AND ANOTHER



A GRADE 9 EXAMPLE

• Choose a volume for a cone to have.
• Determine at least 5 different sets of radius/height combinations for 

the cone that lead to that volume.
• Graph r vs h on a coordinate grid.
• What do you notice?



A GRADE 9 EXAMPLE



Assessment 
issues

Last year, we discussed gathering data on 
knowledge (where I don’t think there are 
levels 3 and 4– only level 3) vs understanding 
(where there is a distinction).

We also discussed assessing communication, 
although briefly- only about whether it’s 
about conventions and vocabulary or 
something else.

We also discussed level 3 vs level 4, but we 
can address again.



Assessing communication

• How important is mathematical vocabulary to you?
• How important is format?
• How important are conventions?
• How important is clarity?
• How important is “efficiency”?
• How important is written communication (vs. pictorial or verbal)?



Rubrics

• I believe that more specific ones work better than generic ones.

• For example:
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rubric



Task





Calculators/basic facts

• How do you feel about this?
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